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GAY AND CREAMING is a very special 3-book set of erotic short stories that feature hard,
unprotected men indulging their deepest, darkest chest and cream fantasies. MEN OF
NATURAL DAIRY Curious as he was, he had never had a three way with two other men
beforeâ€”he wondered what it would be likeâ€”still, he suspected somethingâ€¦ WHAT IF
they were deeply sensual? and WHAT IF they were men of natural dairy? (male chest
feeding) PREGNANT MANâ€™S PUNISHMENT The neighbor makes a new friend, a
pregnant transgender who lives in the upstairs apartment. Soon, he suspects something is not
right; Finally, with fear in his eyes, the neighbor breaks down to himâ€” Forcing a difficult
choice. (pregnant spanking) HIS STRAWBERRY SHOWER GEL Bruce is having a hard
time keeping his eyes off schoolmate Michael in the dormitory showers. The fact that
Michael shows up so nude and supple each day only makes it harder for Bruce to stay focused.
Squeezing the gel only enhances the pleasure. (college prostate massage)
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â€œI'm a straight man who tells gay guys how to use their ass right,â€• he told anus is getting
â€œwetâ€• and creaming that's not a good thing and you.
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have u gotten ur ass kick eva, well u got ur ass creamed./ Some thing so gay so dumb it is
funny.
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